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About Our Company 
SKO started in 2004 as a trade-only manufacturer on Carlisle St East in Sheffield. Only a year later, 

we opened our first retail showroom. Since then, we haven’t looked back. Because we manufacture 

high quality, bespoke kitchen cabinets in volume, we can sell at flat-pack / DIY store prices, this is 

the secret of our success. Put this together with excellent customer service, amazing choice and ex-

pert designers, and you can see why more and more people choose SKO every year.  

Since 2004, we haven’t stopped growing. We now have a 40,000 sq ft head office & distribution 

centre located in Hillsborough, Sheffield, and a 15,000 sq ft factory, also in Sheffield. SKO employ 

over 60 people locally. We have 2 showrooms: Hillsborough Trade Point and Elland Road in Leeds. 

We also have an extensive trade counter at our distribution centre in Hillsborough, with over 60 

kitchen and bedroom displays within our sites.  

We pride ourselves on our no nonsense sales policy. We guarantee transparent pricing and good 

honest advice. Our design team will give you our best possible price the first time round with no high 

pressure sales tactics, or unwanted follow up calls.  

When buying a kitchen from SKO, you are not only getting excellent value, amazing choice and   

unbeatable quality, but you are also helping to support manufacturing and local jobs in the UK.  

We would like to thank you for reading our brochure, and hope you enjoy your experience as one of 

our valued customers. 

Hillsborough Showroom 

Unit 2a, 

Hillsborough Trade Point, 

Rawson Spring Road, 

Hillsborough, 

Sheffield, 

S6 1PD 

(0114) 233 8975 

Leeds Showroom 

287 Elland Road 

Leeds, 

LS11 8AX 

(0113) 487 4444 

Factory 

6 Julian Road 

Sheffield          

S9  1FZ 

Head Office &  

Trade Counter  

Rawson Spring Way,      

Hillsborough, 

Sheffield, 

S6 1PG 

(0114) 399 5537 

Retail Showrooms 

Distribution & Factory 
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How to place your order! 

Step 1, Home survey. 
The easiest and most convenient starting point is to book a home survey with 

one of our expert design team. Our designer will measure your room and take a 

design brief from you. This gives you an opportunity to discuss your ideas and 

what you are hoping to achieve with our designer. Our designer  can also offer 

suggestions and other options at the early stages to help you get the most out of 

your new kitchen. If you already have a layout you are happy with, or feel you 

don’t need our design service, you can skip straight to the next step of our sales 

process. 

Step 2,Plan & design 
Your designer will take your room sizes and information away and put together 

a design based of your needs. We then invite you to our showroom to go        

present and finalise your design. During your showroom visit you will get the 

opportunity to choose layout and colour options using our extensive displays 

for further ideas and inspiration. Once your design is finalised its time to go to 

the next stage of your new kitchen journey. 

Step 3,Itemised quote 
Now you have chosen your layout, colour schemes, appliance options and    

other accessories, its time to put your quotation together. Our designer will   

offer a fully itemised quote so you know the full costs involved. This is typically 

done during your design presentation. This gives you the opportunity to take 

your quote away and consider anything you haven't fully decided on prior to 

making any final decisions.  

Step 4, Place your order 
Our order stage is also by appointment with your designer. At this stage you can 

make any final changes to your quote prior to us putting your new kitchen into 

production. Our designer will go through your chosen design and layout,           

ensuring you fully understand each item that makes up part of your new kitchen. 

Once your happy with your chosen kitchen, our designer will arrange a delivery 

date for your new kitchen to be delivered to your home 



Our Cabinets 

  “Our made to measure cabinets can be manufactured in any one of  30          

colours. Where possible all our cabinets feature a solid 18mm back panel    

adding rigidity to the units. All our high quality German drawers and              

components compliment our superior quality cabinets.” 
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 CABINET COLOURS 

W980 ST2 (WH) 

PLATINUM WHITE 

U104 ST9 (WH) 

ALABASTER WHITE 

U702 ST9 (WG) 

CASHMERE GREY 

U727 ST9 (WG) 

STONE GREY 

U201 ST9 (WG) 

PEBBLE GREY 

U708 ST9 (WG) 

LIGHT GREY 

U763 ST9 (WG) 

PEARL GREY 

U732 ST9 (WG) 

DUST GREY 

U960 ST9 (WG) 

ONYX GREY 

U780 ST9 (WG) 

MONUMENT GREY 

U961 ST9 (WG) 

GRAPHITE GREY 

U507 ST9 (WG) 

SMOKE BLUE 

U999 ST9 (WG) 

BLACK 

U636 ST9 (WG) 

FJORD GREEN 

U717 ST9 (WG) 

DAKAR GREY 

H3368 ST9 (WG) 

NATURAL                   

LANCASTER OAK 

H3303 ST10 (WG) 

NATURAL                 

HAMILTON OAK 

H1330 ST10 (WG) 

VINTAGE              

SANTA FE OAK 

H1331 ST19 (WG) 

GREY SANTA FE 

OAK 

H3349 ST19 (WG) 

KAISENBERG OAK 

H3190 ST19 (WG) 

ANTHRACITE FINELINE 

METALLIC 

H1714 ST19 (WG) 

LINCOLN  WALNUT 

H1253 ST19 (WG) 

TRUFFLE BROWN 

H1486 ST38 (WG2) 

PASADINA PINE 

H1176 ST37 (WG2) 

WHITE HALIFAX OAK 

H1180 ST37 (WG2) 

NATURAL  HALIFAX 

OAK 

H1136 ST37 (WG2) 

SAND GREY GLAZED 

HALIFAX OAK 

H1376 ST37 (WG2) 

PEWTER HALIFAX 

OAK 

H1122 ST22 (WG2) 

WHITEWOOD 

H1401 ST22 (WG2) 

CASCINA PINE 

All our made to order cabinets can be manufactured using any of 

the 30 colours below. You can choose the colour best matches, or 

contrasts against any of our door ranges.  
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Integro Cabinets 

INTEGRO cabinets are often described as “GERMAN KITCHENS” by many of our competitors. 

All our INTEGRO cabinets are manufactured to exactly the same high standards as our usual          

cabinets, with the exception of allowing for the integrated handle profile to be added.  

If you look closely and compare our cabinets to other suppliers, in most cases you will find our quality 

far superior to the kitchens that are described as “GERMAN” by our competitors.  

We are confident our INTEGRO kitchens are priced much more competitively than other suppliers 

offering true handle less ranges which means our customers can benefit from a higher quality      

kitchen at a better price.  

Look for this icon in 

Selected ranges. 
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Piatto Plus Ashwood 

DUST GREY 

WOOD EFFECT 

LIGHT GREY 

WOOD EFFECT 

FJORD GREEN 

WOOD EFFECT 

ALABASTER 

WOOD EFFECT 

INDIGO BLUE 

WOOD EFFECT 

Piatto Plus is a slab style door manufactured using high grade 

laminated board, edged using a durable ABS colour matched 

edging.  

The ashwood effect gives the look and feel of a painted wood, but 

is much more resistant to wear and tear than real painted wood, 

keeping your kitchen looking new for longer. 

All our Piatto doors are edged using a PUR gluing system, making 

this range the most hardwearing and moisture resistant range we 

offer, and is available in made to measure sizes. 

BLACK 

WOOD EFFECT 

GRAPHITE GREY 

WOOD EFFECT 
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Piatto Plus Industrial 

CHICAGO  

CONCRETE 

ANTHRACITE  

LINEN 

GREY  

TEXTILE 

BLACK GOLD  

METAL SLATE 

ANTHRACITE  

METAL ROCK 

SILVER GREY  

METAL SLATE 

Piatto Plus is a slab style door manufactured using high grade 

laminated board, edged using a durable ABS colour matched 

edging.  

The rustic effects of Piatto Industrial and Woodgrain doors 

gives an ultra modern look and feel, but is much more resistant 

to wear and tear, keeping your kitchen looking new for longer. 

All our Piatto doors are edged using a PUR gluing system,     

making this range the most hardwearing and moisture resistant 

range we offer, and is available in made to measure sizes. 
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Piatto Plus Woodgrain 

PASADINA 

PINE 

WHITE HALIFAX 

OAK 

PEWTER HALIFAX 

OAK 

WHITEWOOD 

VILLAGE  

SANTA FE OAK 

GREY 

SANTA FE OAK 

KAISENBERG OAK 

ANTHRACITE  

FINELINE METALIC 

LINCOLN  

WALNUT 

TRUFFLE BROWN  

BRANSON ROBINIA 

SAND GREY 

GLAZED HALIFAX 

OAK  

NATURAL  

HALIFAX OAK 

CASCINA 

PINE 
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Piatto Sense Gloss 

GRAPHITE 

GREY 

LIGHT 

GREY 

CASHMERE 

GREY 

DUST 

GREY 

ALPINE 

WHITE 

Piatto Sense is a slab style door manufactured using high grade 

laminated board, edged using a durable ABS colour matched 

edging.  

The gloss and matte effect gives the look and feel of a painted 

door, but is much more resistant to wear and tear than real   

painted gloss/matte doors, keeping your kitchen looking new for 

longer. 

All our Piatto Sense doors are edged using a PUR gluing system, 

making this range the most hardwearing and moisture resistant 

range we offer, and is available in made to measure sizes. 
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Piatto Sense Matte 

GRAPHITE 

GREY 

DUST 

GREY 

LIGHT 

GREY 

INDIGO 

BLUE 

ALPINE 

WHITE 

BLACK 
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Cartmel 

INDIGO BLUE ANTHRACITE FIR GREEN DUST GREY 

LIGHT GREY SAGE GREEN CASHMERE MUSSEL IVORY WHITE 

Cartmel is a 5 piece shaker style door 

manufactured using high grade laminated 

board, edged using a durable ABS colour 

matched edging.  

Cartmel gives the look and feel of a timber 

painted door, which is harder wearing 

and easier to clean.  
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Stratto 

DUST GREY INDIGO BLUE LIGHT GREY WHITE 

Stratto is a 5 piece slim profile shaker style 

door manufactured using high grade        

laminated board, edged using a durable 

ABS colour matched edging.  

Stratto gives the look and feel of a timber 

matte painted door, but is hardwearing and 

easy to clean.  
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Oxford 

INDIGO BLUE ANTHRACITE DUST GREY LIGHT GREY IVORY WHITE 

Oxford is a one piece MDF shaker style door. 

Each door is routed from a single MDF slab 

and painted in the 6 colours shown below. 

This process allows an ultra smooth matte 

finish. 
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MARINE 

BLUE 

LIGHT GREY HERITAGE 

GREEN 

PORCELAIN 

Clifden 

Clifden is a one piece MDF shaker style door 

with a slim 68mm profile. Each door is routed 

from a single MDF slab and painted in the 4 

stock colours shown below. This process 

allows an ultra smooth matte finish. 

Clifden is also available in paint to order    

colours on a longer lead time. 
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Vivo Gloss 

DUST GREY ANTHRACITE LIGHT GREY CASHMERE IVORY WHITE 

Vivo Gloss & Matte are an MDF flat slab style door painted in the 

colours shown below. The paint is very similar to the type used 

within the automotive industry. A lacquer is applied to achieve  

either a gloss or matte finish.  

The gloss and matte effect gives a modern contemporary feel to 

any kitchen.  Because this range is painted it offers much more 

choice and flexibility around matching accessories, especially 

curved doors and other trims. 
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Vivo Matte 

DUST GREY 

INDIGO BLUE 

LIGHT GREY 

WHITE 

ANTHRACITE CASHMERE IVORY 
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Lucente Gloss 

DUST GREY ANTHRACITE LIGHT GREY CASHMERE CREAM WHITE 

Lucente Gloss & Matte are an MDF  J handle door painted in the 

colours shown below. The paint is very similar to the type used 

within the automotive industry. A lacquer is applied to achieve  

either a gloss or matte finish.  

Lucente Gloss & Matte have an integrated handle for a more    

linear look without the fussiness of protruding handles. 

The gloss and matte effect gives a modern contemporary feel to 

any kitchen.  Because this range is painted it offers much more 

choice and flexibility around matching accessories, especially 

curved doors and other trims. 
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Lucente Matte 

DUST GREY ANTHRACITE LIGHT GREY 

INDIGO BLUE 

CASHMERE WHITE 

FIR GREEN 
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Cambridge 

LIGHT GREY DUST GREY MUSSEL IVORY OAK 

INDIGO BLUE FIR GREEN 

Cambridge is a solid ash 5 piece shaker door with a  veneered 

centre panel. This shaker door features a distinctive V-groove on 

the joints of this 93mm frame.  

Cambridge is available in a lacquered wood finish, or painted in 6 

different on trend colour finishes.  

Cambridge has a wide selection of matching accessories and 

mouldings, with the flexibility to achieve either an ultra modern or 

more traditional feel. 
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Aldana 

LIGHT GREY MARINE HERITAGE 

GREEN 

GRAPHITE DUST GREY PORCELAIN STONE 

Aldana is a solid ASH 5 piece shaker door with a   

veneered centre panel. This shaker door features 

flush on the joints on this sleek 68mm frame.  

Aldana is available  painted in 7 different colours 

from stock, or a painted to order service on extended 

lead times. 

Aldana has a wide selection of matching accessories 

and mouldings, with the flexibility to achieve either 

an ultra modern or more traditional feel. 
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Wakefield 

MARINE BLUE 

OAK 

SAGE GREEN DUST GREY 

LIGHT GREY MUSSEL STONE IVORY PORCELAIN 

Wakefield is a solid ASH 5 piece shaker door with a            

veneered centre panel framed with an decorative bead.  

This beaded shaker door features flush on the joints on this  

93mm frame.  

Wakefield is available painted in 8 different colours or a   

lacquered oak finish 

Wakefield has a wide selection of matching accessories 

and mouldings, with the flexibility to achieve either an ultra 

modern or more traditional feel. 
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Harborne 

GRAPHITE HERITAGE 

GREEN 

LIGHT GREY 

Harborne is a solid ASH 5 piece shaker door with an        

integral recessed into each door 

This handle less shaker door features flush on the joints on 

this ultra sleek 55mm frame.  

Harborne is available painted in 3 different colours from 

stock, or painted to order on increased lead times 
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Ashbury 

Ashbury is a solid ASH 5 piece shaker door with a  veneered centre panel. 

This shaker door features flush on the joints on this sleek 90mm frame.  

Ashbury is available painted in 10 different colours, or a painted to order 

service on a extended lead times. 

Ashbury has a wide selection of matching accessories and mouldings, with 

the flexibility to achieve either an ultra modern or more traditional feel. 

 

LIGHT GREY 

FJORD BATTALION 

GREEN 

GRAPHITE DUST GREY 

CASHMERE MUSSEL PORCELAIN 

SHEFFIELD 

BLUE 

ALABASTER 
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Arden 

LIGHT GREY 

FJORD BATTALION 

GREEN 

GRAPHITE DUST GREY 

CASHMERE MUSSEL PORCELAIN 

SHEFFIELD 

BLUE 

ALABASTER 

Arden is a solid ASH 5 piece shaker door with a  veneered centre panel framed with a decorative 

bead.  

This beaded shaker door features flush on the joints on this sleek 90mm frame.  

Arden is available painted in 10 different colours, or a painted to order service on a extended lead 

times. 

Arden has a wide selection of matching accessories and mouldings, with the flexibility to achieve 

either an ultra modern or more traditional feel. 
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Shaker 58 / 70 

LIGHT GREY 

FJORD BATTALION 

GREEN 

GRAPHITE DUST GREY 

CASHMERE MUSSEL PORCELAIN 

SHEFFIELD 

BLUE 

ALABASTER 

Shaker 58/70 is a solid ASH 5 piece shaker door with a  veneered centre panel. This shaker door features 

flush joints on this sleek 70mm or 58mm frame.  

This range has a 70mm profile on one side of the door and a 58mm profile on the reverse, allowing the         

customer to choose either profile. 

Shaker 58/70  is available painted in 10 different colours on reduced lead times, or a painted to order service 

on a longer lead time. 

Shaker 58/70  has a wide selection of matching accessories and mouldings, with the flexibility to achieve     

either an ultra modern or more traditional feel. 
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Marlow in frame 

Marlow is a solid ASH 5 piece shaker IN FRAME door with a  veneered centre panel. This shaker door is inset 

into a beaded frame. 

Marlow is available painted in 10 different colours on reduced lead times, or a painted to order service on a 

longer lead time. 

Marlow has a wide selection of matching accessories and mouldings, with the flexibility to achieve either an 

ultra modern or more traditional feel. 
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 www.skokitchens.com 

 sales@skokitchens.com 

  

  Sheffield Showroom:-  

  Rawson Spring Road 

  Hillsborough 

  Sheffield 

  S6 1PG 

  0114 2338975 

 

  Leeds Showroom:-  

  Elland Road 

  Beeston 

  Leeds 

  LS11 8AX 

  0113 4874444 

   

  Trade Counter & Head Office:-  

  Rawson Spring Way 

  Hillsborough 

  Sheffield 

  S6 1PD 

  0114 3995537 


